In an earlier paper the author has introduced an abstract measure differential equation as a generalization of ordinary differential equations and measure differential equations, and proved a theorem for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of this equation. In the present paper the problem of the existence of solutions is further investigated.
1.
Introduction. An abstract measure differential equation is defined in [3] as follows. Let X be a linear space over the field J5" where ¿F is the set R of real numbers or the set C of complex numbers. For each x e X, define Let Se x where if 5 is a proper subset of X, it is of the form St for some f £ X. LetJK be a a-algebra in S containing the sets Sx for all x e S. We shall denote by ca(S, Jt) the space of all countably additive scalar functions (i.e. real measures or complex measures) on. #. Let ßcj be defined by _ Q = {a:|a| < a}.
Abstract measure differential equations are equations of the form (*) , dX\dpt=f(x,}ASx))
where /u is a positive a-finite measure or a complex measure on ^k', dX/dfi is Radon-Nikodym derivative of a measure A e ca(S, -#) with respect to /u, and/is afunction defined on SxD. such that/(x, X(SX)) is /^-integrable on S for each A £ ca(5, ^#).
The solution of (*) is defined as follows. Let a0 £ LI, x0 e S, Sx ~X0e^£ and let^#0 be the smallest oalgebra in X0 containing S--Sx and the sets Sx for x e X0 -Sx<¡. A measure A £ caíA'o, -J(ü) is called a solution of (*) on X0 with initial data [Sx¡¡, a0] (to be denoted by X[X0; Sx¡¡, oc0]) if X(SX¡¡) = a0, X(E) e Q. for E e "#0, A«,« on X0-SX(¡ and X satisfies (*) a.e. \p] on An existence and uniqueness theorem is proved in [3] where one of the assumptions for/is to satisfy a Lipschitz condition in a. In the present paper the existence of a solution (without claiming its uniqueness) is established by changing some of the assumptions, particularly the Lipschitz condition hypothesis for /is replaced by the continuity of/in a for fixed x. Taking ca(A\ JK) to be the space of real measures, maximum and minimum solutions are defined and their existence is demonstrated under the hypotheses of the existence theorem. It may be noted that Theorem 1 of this paper includes and extends [ 
The function p thus defines a pseudometric for ^#.
We shall now prove the following existence theorem. Now replacing/ by jk in (2.3) and letting /V-»oo, we obtain A0(£) = a0 for £ = 5^, (2-11) = f fix, X0(SX)) dp for £ c S" -S,
Thus A0 satisfies (*) a.e. [/¿] on SrXo-Sx<¡. It also follows from (2.11) that A0 is countably additive on ,.#0. Hence A0 is a solution of (*) on Srx with initial condition A0(5Xo) = a0. This completes the proof.
3. Maximum and minimum solutions. In this section we shall be concerned with real measures only and so ca(5, ^#) will now denote the space of real measures on J(. Let a", x0, X0 and ^£0 be the same as in §1. Let A be the set of all solutions of (*) on X0 with initial data [Sx , a0]. Definition.
A maximum solution of (*) on X0 with initial data = í fix, Xu Je h,m(E) = f(x, X1/m(Sx)) dp, £ c S -S (£ £^o). Je ° °T aking limits as m-^co, it follows from (3.12) and conditions (ii) and (iii), using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, that A*(£) = f f(x, X*(SX)) dp for Ec: Srx -Sx (£ euf,).
A* is thus a maximum solution of (*).
Similarly, if we define A;(;(£) = inf;6A{A(£)} (££^0), it can be proved that A". is a minimum solution of (*). This completes the proof.
